WINNELLE FIELDS AND FORM

9.05 — SIXTH DIVISION (1)

BRINDE LOUVRÈ

Win (3) 1st Nov 400 yds 26.2.7, 4.4. Only early pace; came on hard to lead long from Finaly over a distance Quirki (9) 3rd. 2 Jen. 2 Jen. 33.6 (8 starters).

KEY STRIPPER

Win (5) 4th Nov 400 yds 25.2.7, 4.4. Only early pace, came on hard to lead well from Finaly in last 4 furlongs.

9.05 — FIRST DIVISION

(310 yards)

FIREBALL

Win (4) 1st Dec 330 yds 26.2.7, 4.4. Only early pace, came on hard to lead long from Finaly over a distance Quirki (9) 3rd. 2 Jen. 2 Jen. 33.6 (8 starters).

10.15 — THIRD DIVISION (1)

(580 yards)

GREY BLAINEY

Win (1) 3rd Dec 330 yds 26.2.7, 4.4. Only early pace, came on hard to lead well from Finaly in last 4 furlongs.